
 

 
The wire outlet of lamp is simple by way of circumscribed main wire, each lamp is connected to 

the main wire lamp by lamp. The actual connection method can accord to the actual situation. 
A. Lamps to driver connection schemes: 
 
 
 

     
B. drawing of power wire: 

 
Note：Driver, lamp’ wire core must be connected properly, Power of driver should be save enough 
for lamps,  is need precise power matching lamps, Bandage at least three layer when tape inside, 
Outside at least four layer and must beyond the thrum joint, avoid the connectors wiring under water. 
 
 
A. This products are warranted to be free from defects in materials or workmanship for two 
years from the date of purchase.（except the damage caused by Human factors or irresistible 
natural factor）; 
B. Lamps fail to work in the normal use should be sent back to factory for free maintenance 
under warranty; 
C. In guarantee period, the following circumstances shall be paid for the service; 
① Damage Due to human or irresistible natural phenomenon; 

 ② Damage Due to human improper operation (not according to the specifications wiring or other); 
 ③ Damage Due to the high voltage; 
 ④ Damage Due to the user assembly and transformation decomposition the product; 
⑤ Damage that out of our responsibility. 

The company reserves the right to change the product design, and are subject to change without notice 
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  Product Name：LED underwater Lamp 
       

    Product Specification：L1000mm×H29mm        
  
 
 

 

7、Engineering connection diagram 

8、after-sale service 

Power Input： 
Brown wire: DC24V 
Blue wire: GND 

Step1: both ends of the line 

screwed together strongly 

Step2: put on the 

waterproof tape (can't 

leaks out copper wire 

Step 3: put on the 

electrical tape 

Step 4: strong tie 

up 



 

Thank you for using our products! We are a comprehensive and high-tech 
enterprise which is a collection of R & D, production, sales, specializing in 
many kinds of LED lamps. We are insisting the management principle of innovative 
technology and reliability. We have excellent electrical engineers, a group of 
high quality management and sales talents, who can design configuration unique 
lamps according to various projects and well-cooperate with professional 
lighting engineering company. 

 
      A. Pleas verify there is no damage during transit before open the packaging, 

please feedback soon and stop use the lamp if there any damage. 
      B. Products should be installed in right way before working turn on! Proceed 

with caution! Do not touch voltage wire or electric device under dangerous 
voltage to avoid electrical shock！Please keep the following instructions in 
order to ensure that the products perfect and security use. 
    ①Product use environment should be far away from combustible and explosive high 
temperature and cannot long be in damp environment; 
     ②Don’t connect the power soon after the products appear bigger temperature fluctuations, for 
example transit or others, because so the superheated steam may damage the lamp, Be sure to 
wait until the lamp cool down to room temperature before turn them on. 
     ③ Please don’t use rough items or cleaner to clean the products； 
     ④ Please don’t use the lamp if wire damaged or insulation problem； 
     ⑤ the product should be installation and debugging by professional, power on should be after 
all installation (that is “don’t operation under power on”); 

     ⑥ Please connect the wire strict accordance with drawing instruction; 
     ⑦ consequences due to using driver or control system from other company is out of our 
responsibility; 

⑧ Avoid directly force or fell down, or the lamp may be damaged. 

 
1. Need to check the wire and power connection to see if there is unusual, conform to the 

protective level requirements; 
2. Often wipe the lamp’ surface with clean soft materials and keep the lamps clean; 

 
This underwater lamps is one kind of lamp that using low power led chips 

as lighting source, the material of lamp body is aluminum alloy with strongly 
heat sinking affect, light source are imported, high brightness for loss less, 
so it is long lifespan and low power consumption, their RGB type can accept DMX512 
control system, also can be equipped according to the color changing form to 
suitable for the local underwater. 

 
A、 Lighting color：White 
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B、LED specification：Low power white 
C、LED QTY：144pcs for each color 
D、Beam angle：120 degree 
E、Voltage Input：DC24V 
F、Working Power：12W 
G、Protect grade：IP68 
H、Ambient temperature：-20℃ ～ + 55℃ 
I、Lamp body material：Aluminum alloy 
J、Size：L1000mm×H29mm 

 
 
 

 
 

 
A. Firstly, make a mark on the ground to show the position where the lamps will install; 
B. According to the mark，dip a gap suitable for the lamp to be mounted in; 
C. All the lamp should be connected with the power wire before lay a layer of glue in the four 

sides of the gap to let the lamp fixed into the gap strongly.  
 

        
 

Notice:  
① do not hurt the lamp during installation process; 

   ② the bonding degree of glue should be high, soundness is strong, and enough glue 
aground the four sides of the lamp; 
   ③ avoid loosening phenomenon after lamp is fixed. 
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Warn: please  read Manual carefully upon unpack to ensure your safety and lamp installed properly  

6、Installation method 

1、Lamp USES Manual & Notes 

2、Maintain Tips 

3、Product introduction 

4、Technical Parameters 

5、Product specification figure drawing 

glue 

Lamp



Light Source Test Report

Production Info

Product Category: LED Underwater Light Bar Product Type: LED Underwater Lig
Product Spec: 1000*46*29mm Manufacturer: LTP

CIE Colorimetric Parameters

Chromaticity coordinates: x=0.3795 y=0.3903    u(u')=0.2192 v=0.3382 v'=0.5073
CCT: Tc=4121K (duv=0.00652) Color Ratio: R=0.182  G=0.784  B=0.034
Peak Wavelength: 460nm Half Bandwidth: 24.7nm
Dominant Wavelength: 576.5nm Color Purity: 0.310
Rendering Index: Ra= 77.6
R1 =75 R2 =85 R3 =90 R4 =71 R5 =72 R6 =76 R7 =88 R8 =65 
R9 =7 R10=61 R11=63 R12=39 R13=77 R14=94 R15=72
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Photometric Parameters

W/ml 05.12 :ycneiciffEml 7.012 :xulF suonimuL
Radiant Power: 0.660 W

Electric Parameters

Voltage: U=24.10V Current: I=0.4080A Power: P=9.800W Power Factor: PF=1.0000

Test Info
Scan Range: 380nm~800nm Scan Interval: 5nm PMT HV: -750V
Max of Main: 269432 (0x04,999) Reference : 349808 (0x02) Max of waviness: 0.000%

Temperature: Tx:23.6°C, Ti:22.7°C Humidity: 25.3%
Test Time: 2013-04-06 14:58Test Device: Inventfine CMS-5000
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